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Introduction

Background:

If a business owner wanted to conduct real, statistical analysis on their transaction data

they must either hire data scientists or do it themselves, both of which are sub-optimal

options due to time and cost constraints.  As a result, many small and large business

owners eventually acquire useful financial data so large in volume that analysis

becomes an overly difficult task.

There is currently no widespread method for analyzing smaller industries of a

business archetype for investing purposes, but they do exist for larger businesses.

Using Bayesian statistics and research data our project can offer a quantitatively and

qualitatively supported recommendation to a business user.

Present Implementation:

SaleForce:

Business owners can manually enter their transaction data into a paid,

cloud-based application so they can easily view analytical details and generate

reports.  However, this is largely impractical for any business user that must

manually enter enormous amounts of financial data, and SaleForce often

displays graphs but without any explainability.

HubSpot:

A free, dashboard style hub for tracking and managing customer data.  While

user-friendly and simple to use, HubSpot only serves as a way to manage

customer data rather than analyzing and displaying it as comprehensible graphs.



Objectives, Implementation, Assumptions:

What is our objective?  Who does it help and how?

We aim to create a program that provides summarized reports on whatever

industries that a business owner is interested in.  The summarized report will

display multiple, statistical graphs for each method used while effectively

explaining what the user is seeing in business terms as opposed to confusing

mathematics.  The variety of statistical methods work together to provide a bigger

picture of the industries’ behavior, while also giving a definitive, actionable

conclusion to the user so they can make informed business decisions.  Business

owners who have large amounts of financial data that they do not know exactly

what to do to benefit most from this program.

How will the solution be implemented?

Jupyter Notebook will encompass our front-end and display a summarized report

for the business user regarding the selection of industries they made, with graphs

calculated by Python functions and plotted by MatPlotLib, along with text

explanations of the observations and conclusions.  Jupyter will first query the

relevant data from the SQLite 3 database, which is fed to Python functions that

will calculate the parameters for statistical graphs that MatPlotLib displays.

Texts explaining the graphs and math conducted to the business user are added

afterwards, based on what the dev team observed themselves about those

industries.

What assumptions had to be made?

This program is strictly for business users that have access to large amounts of

financial data in some database such that the Jupyter Notebook can successfully

query the relevant data.  The assumed format of this data is that the transaction

date, sender id, receiver id, industry NAICS2 code, transaction amount, and

company_size are given for each entity.



Diagrams

System Architecture Overview:

User Sequence Diagram:



UI Design:







User Stories / Use Cases

1. As a business user, I want to view a cluster graph of transaction amount

vs. time in a given industry so I can easily visualize similar transaction

groups.

Acceptance Criteria: Graph appears plotting all transactions from the

given industry with transaction amount as y-axis and transaction date as

x-axis, with cluster centers plotted and corresponding color labels applied.

Data is classified into three distinctly colored clusters using a K-means

algorithm displaying layers of transactions.

Scenario: User selects transaction vs time and industry and is shown a

visual cluster graph of the transaction groups

Github Issue: https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/12

2. As a business user, I want to view a scatter plot of the transactions of the

middle cluster from the aforementioned graph so I can better visualize

transactions that are between non-significant and significant.

Acceptance Criteria: Graph appears plotting all transactions given by the

middle cluster of the previous graph, with each transaction being colored

according to the unique sender ID involved in that transaction. Linear

regressions of each unique sender ID’s translation can be viewed as well

as the rates of change.

Scenario: User selects scatter plot and is shown which transactions that

are non-significant or significant.

Github Issue: https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/13

https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/12
https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/13


3. As a business user, I want to view a bar graph of the net transaction

acceleration of each sender ID from the aforementioned middle cluster so I

can visualize which senders enjoyed the highest increase to the rate of

change of their transaction amounts.

Acceptance Criteria: A bar graph appears where each bar is colored and

labeled along with a legend of the previous linear regression graph, and

the height of each bar shows the net acceleration of the transaction

amount.

Scenario: User selects bar graph option and net transaction acceleration

to see rates of change for transaction amounts

Github Issue: https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/14

4. As a business user, I would like to view the increment trend of total

transaction amount or transaction count per day/month to know how

positive each industry/company develops throughout the time

Acceptance Criteria: Graph of the approximation polynomial function

should appear together with coefficients for each variable, and the function

should expand to the corresponding date and the value on that date to be

displayed.

Scenario 1: User selects the order of derivatives of any natural number

for the fit function

Scenario 2: User selects a date in the future for the value prediction

Github Issue: https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/15

https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/14
https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/15


5. As a business user, I would like to view the periodic trend of total

transaction amount/transaction count per day/month to know how the

transactions of each industry/company fluctuate through the time.

Acceptance Criteria: The graph of the approximation sine function should

appear together with the approximated coefficients for each variable, and the

function will expand to the corresponding date and the value on that date will be

displayed.

Scenario 1: user inputs guessed parameters for the trigonometry function

Scenario 2: user selects the a date in the future for the value prediction

Github Issue: https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/16

6. As a business user, I would like to generate an advanced summary TAM

report so I can easily see details of transaction amounts about selected

industries.

Acceptance Criteria: A summary report should show transaction

amounts for specific industries. Unique sender and receivers should be

shown and a graph with total transaction amount per month and average

transaction amount for a selected industry.

Scenario 1: User selects “Transaction Amount” option and filters for

industries. A graph should appear showing total transaction amount per

month and average transaction amount per month about selected

industries

Scenario 2: User searches for transaction amount with a specific industry.

A graph should appear showing the number of unique senders and

receivers in a given time period and their average transaction amount.

https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/16


Github Issue: https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/17

7. As a business user, I would like to view transaction details per

day/month/quarter

Acceptance Criteria: Different filters can be chosen for a time period:

day, month and quarter to get a line chart. A table of transactions can be

filtered within a range, industry, date, and transaction amount.

Scenario 1: User selects “Transaction Amount” option and filters for time

period. A line chart should appear plotting max and min transaction

amount per day/month/quarter

Scenario 2: User selects “Transaction Amount” option and filters for

certain average transaction dollar amount. A table should appear showing

all senders and receivers that make transactions within the filtered range

along with their industries, transaction dates, and average transaction

amount.

Github Issue: https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/18

8. As a business user, I should see a sequential flow of numerous data

visualizations

Acceptance Criteria: Data visualizations should include, ‘All transaction

history’, ‘Sum by day’, ‘Sum by Month’, ‘Regression Analysis’, ‘Number of

transactions by day’, etc, illustrating the future market for a given industry.

Scenario 1: Users can select ‘Regression Analysis’ and see

recommendations based on that method.

https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/17
https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/18


Scenario 2: Users can select ‘All transaction history’ to see and visualize

the data given.

Github Issue: https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/19

9. As a business user, I should be able to view each statistical approach used

to calculate basic stats and realize, via static content, why the results are

significant.

Acceptance Criteria: Options to choose different statistical approaches

like, basic calculations on the dataset, K-means clustering, and sine curve

experiments/models

Scenario 1: Users can choose calculations on the dataset, to see and

visualize the method on the data.

Scenario 2: Users can choose K-means clustering to see this specific

method on the dataset.

Github Issue: https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/20

10. As a business user, I should see different data and data analysis

Acceptance Criteria: The different data analysis options that can be

chosen include: Objective, Data Engineering Approach, Data Science

Approach, K-means clustering, regression analysis and recommendation

Github Issue: https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/21

11. As a business user, I want to view the top 20 businesses to pursue within

an archetype

https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/19
https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/20
https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/21


Acceptance Criteria: Based on statistical methods, a list of businesses to

pursue are seen based on an archetype and is sorted by the total preserved

volume.

Scenario 1: User can select an archetype and is given a list of businesses

Github Issue: https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/22

aa

https://github.com/DerpDerek/InspectorRoyale/issues/22


Technologies

● Anaconda:

○ Jupyter Notebook:

■ Front-end flow for customer presentation, in-line graphing and

visualization

○ Python 3:

■ Numpy: support multi-dimensional arrays for data processing and

analysis

■ Scipy: support methods like function-fit and other Math & Stat

algorithms

■ Matplotlib: visualize data sets and processes of analysis

■ Pytorch: provide libraries for k-means and other machine learning

algorithms

● SQLite

○ DB Browser:

■ Provide environment for efficient DB transactions and table

manipulations


